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Introduction

Introduction
We are an ambitious, forward-thinking and innovative
organization. We disrupt the status quo, to forever
change the paradigm of disaster resilience with the
aim of creating a safer, more resilient world. To
communicate our potential to current and future
clients, we need a confident, authentic, differentiated
brand identity. And we have one.
Our brand identity is driven by the need to
communicate our values and our offering, in a
consistent and clear manner, to all of our key
audiences: potential clients in the private and public
sectors; potential venture or teaming partners;
journalists; students, service providers, accelerators
and sponsors of small business competitions and
residents of the communities in which we operate.
The brand identity has been developed to balance
two competing needs: the need to provide structure
for present communications and flexibility to be
responsive for future ones. This brand guide is
designed to give you an insight into the platform
on which our brand identity is built. It presents the

different elements in our brand identity tool kit.
It demonstrates and celebrates the way we express
ourselves across all media and in all of our actions.
In the year of our founding, Prisere was named
to the GEW 50, the world’s 50 most innovative
start-ups launched that year as selected by the
Kauffman Foundation to be recognized during
Global Entrepreneurship Week. From our very
beginnings, we have been recognized as a leader in
innovation. We have a brand identity of which we
can all be proud. It is a powerful asset. Let’s use it
productively!

Donna Childs

Founder and Chief Executive Officer

Page 2 shows a photograph of irises in Monet’s gardens. The photo was
taken by our founder when she visited Giverny, France. Page 6 shows an
unretouched photograph of a lightning storm over the World Trade Center
reconstruction site. That photograph is courtesy of Stefan Dietrich PhD.
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Our Story
The leadership team of Prisere LLC led a prior
venture in a community that was declared a federal
disaster, one of the worst disasters in history.
Thanks to our unusual professional backgrounds
(in reinsurance and information technology), we
were exceptionally well prepared.
Our team’s work was featured in the “Ready
for Business” campaign of the Department of
Homeland Security as an example of best practice
for business resilience. To share our experience
with other small businesses, our founder Donna
Childs wrote a book that was published by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.

For ten years after our experience of living and
working in a federal disaster area, our founder
volunteered to help other small businesses impacted
by disasters. The Hurricane Recovery Director of
the American Red Cross honored our founder’s
volunteer work to help small businesses in the Gulf
Coast states recover from Hurricanes Katrina,
Gustav and Ike. It became clear that the unique
combination of professional expertise and personal
experience could motivate disaster resilience
action in areas where other approaches had failed.
Our founder also identified unique disruptive
opportunities to develop tools to enable and insure
disaster resilience.

Prepare for the Worst, Plan for the Best: Disaster
Preparedness and Recovery for Small Businesses is
updated with 40 per cent fresh content for the
second edition, now available in paperback. The
book has received favorable coverage from major
news media, such as The Wall Street Journal. The
third edition will be published in early 2021.
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Our Changing World
To insure an increasingly risky climate requires
enabling tools and support, such as risk maps
and risk models, but there are significant gaps in
global capacity. Consider, for example, that it has
been more than a decade since January 12, 2010,
when an earthquake of magnitude 7.0 devastated
Haiti, killing over 40,000 people and displacing
another million. Relief and reconstruction efforts
were confounded by the absence of key tools such
as risk maps, something we take for granted in
developed countries.

As a consequence, industry incumbents such as
established insurance and reinsurance companies
find that their proprietary risk models and maps,
which had been a source of competitive advantage,
are becoming burdensome legacy investments. Now
is the time to disrupt the industry with innovations
to meet the needs of a changing climate. Prisere
was established for that very purpose. Our brand
identity conveys our creativity and innovation with
a relentlessly optimistic outlook for a better future.

Using high-resolution satellite imagery, volunteers
worldwide took to GIS applications on their
computers to develop new risk maps. But even where
such maps exist, a changing climate is rendering
them obsolete. Super Storm Sandy, for example,
returned Lower Manhattan’s coastline back to its
origins more than a century ago before land had
been reclaimed to change the island’s geography.
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Our Brand Philosophy
Our organization may be small (at least, for the
present), but our ambitions are not. That is why
we have invested time and effort to develop our
brand promise that can scale with us as we grow.
Our brand promise sets the tone and level of
expectation of our audience, while communicating
our philosophy and unique value proposition in a
meaningful way. Our brand is an important asset
as it allows us to be heard and seen above the noise
and clutter in a crowded market. Our logo is the
most critical component since it drives the creative
for all other elements.
Our brand expresses our values of resilience,
creativity, innovation, optimism and authenticity.
A key element of our brand philosophy is
resourcefulness, the ability to get things done as
if resource constraints didn’t exist. Because, for
the creative mind, they don’t. Prisere LLC was

incorporated thanks to the pro bono work of
Stroock & Lavan LLP, a law firm headquartered in
Lower Manhattan. Stroock’s Public Service Project
focuses on six themes, one of which is disaster relief,
as summarized on Stroock’s website:
“Stroock’s Public Service Project focuses on six
themes, one of which is disaster relief, and Stroock
is a recognized leader in providing critical legal pro
bono services in response to national disasters.
After the September 11 attack on the World Trade
Center, Hurricane Katrina and Superstorm Sandy,
Stroock established a system of court mediation
for small businesses to expedite the resolution
of conflicts that inevitably arose from the events
around 9/11 without resort to time-consuming and
costly litigation that would further harm small
businesses.”
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Stroock also founded and advised From the
Ground Up, a self-help and advocacy group for
small businesses in Lower Manhattan. Stroock
attorneys created a template for a citywide “Adopt-aFirehouse” program that provided trust and estates
advice to firehouses and families of first responders.
After Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast,
Stroock helped to establish the Second Wind Fund
to help New Orleans small businesses with their
recovery needs.

After Superstorm Sandy devastated coastal homes
and businesses in and around New York City, Stroock
again drew on its knowledge of small business
legal needs to help coordinate law firms and legal
services providers, to lead a citywide training, to
open and staff walk-in clinics, and to provide direct
representation to struggling entrepreneurs.
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Stroock lawyers incorporated Prisere as a limited
liability company in Delaware, registered us as a
“foreign company” established to operate in other
states and secured trademark registrations for
Prisere’s name, logo and tagline. One of the most
joyful experiences of our work life is the ability to
collaborate and benefit from the talents offered by
others who share a commitment to our mission.
We are deeply grateful to Stroock for helping us
get started.
Prisere itself was initially capitalized with two
$5,000 grants as the winner of corporate small
business competitions; one was from a wireless
carrier and the other was from FedEx.

A September 11th Fund scholarship allowed
our founder to take two certificate programs in
corporate desktop publishing and website design
(covering classes on the Adobe Creative Suite,
HTML, JavaScript, etc.) that helped to build the
first website. The faculty who taught the courses
had their own design businesses and provided
feedback to the assignments that ultimately became
our first website. A laptop and Adobe Creative
Suite software were purchased to support the work
required of the program thanks to the generosity
of the Sumasil Foundation.
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The Webb Foundation provided a scholarship
for our founder to take a course in Digital Media
Authoring at the Sony Institute. A workforce
development grant covered the cost for our founder
to participate in the “Mini MBA” in digital marketing
program at the business school of Rutgers, the State
University of New Jersey, followed by an online
program in content marketing paid for by a STEP
grant of the Small Business Administration.
When Prisere was selected the winner of a small
business contest of our local newspaper, the
Providence Journal, the prize was a $5,000 package
offered by a digital media marketing company
owned by the newspaper’s corporate parent. With
their help, we grew our Facebook community to
just under 30,000 members. We participated in
the Google Digital Analytics three-day course,
thanks to a scholarship from Google and Citizens
Bank, to help us improve our digital marketing and
search ranking.

Finally, we are thankful for the talents of faculty
and students at Johnson & Wales University in
Providence: Megan Comtois, Rheanna Diehl, Jeff
Drury, Sariah Folson, Francesca Maldari, Deana
Marzocchi, Jessica Paquette, Elana Valderde,
Collin McMahon, Michael Landry and Matthew
Kanengiser. In fulfillment of requirements for three
graphic design courses, they created this brand
guide and many of its brand elements. RISD alumna
Joanna Gammel provided consulting and design services
for web and print. Rhode Island-based printer Moo
provided high quality print copy for all of our marketing
collateral, courtesy of another small business contest.
Thanks to the extraordinary generosity and talents
of many people, this brand guide and its supporting
elements have come to life! A relative scarcity of
resources is no problem for us as there are talented
people who share our commitment to a safer, more
resilient world. And that is the cornerstone of our
brand philosophy.
The photograph on page 13 shows a team of Johnson & Wales University
students presenting their design work for Prisere to their classmates.
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Guidelines

Name and Logo
People often ask how our founder came up with
the name for our business. It was no easy task! The
name for a new company must be unique, distinctive
and memorable. It must also be available; that is,
no other party can claim ownership of the name
and the URL is available for a website address. It
took months of brainstorming as, one after the
other, initial naming concepts were ruled out for
the potential legal risks as others might assert rights
to those names. Finally, after our exasperated legal
counsel threatened to generate a name through a
sequence of randomly selected letters, our founder
came up with Prisere.

theme as we are sufficiently farsighted to see the
value of planning for resilience.
Prisere is an anagram of the vesper iris, minus
the letter “V”. Variations of the iris include the
Louisiana iris, the fleur-de-lys (the symbol of New
Orleans), and the Japanese iris, significant as both
New Orleans and Japan are associated with renewal
following major disasters. The Siberian iris can even
bloom in the frozen tundra, and is the concept
shown in our social media banner.

The concept of the name derives from the vesper
iris, the most resilient flower. It can thrive in all
climates and even bloom in the absence of sunlight.
Indeed, the vesper iris would blossom as the faithful
were going to their evening prayers, or vespers;
hence, the name. Of course, iris is a homonym,
as the word also refers to the part of the eye that
allows in light to enable vision, an appropriate
15

It turns out that the word actually exists: the
prisere is the ecological succession to the climax
community, in which populations of plants and
animals remain stable and exist in balance with each
other and with their environment. It reflects the
concept of sustainable development. A trademark
search revealed that no one had claimed prior use
of the word. And the URL was available for prisere.
com, prisere.org, prisere.net, etc. “Prisere” passed the
final test when executives of the Swiss Reinsurance
Group (our founder’s former employer) and the
United Nations (an important client) loved the
concept!
As such, Prisere is the name of our company and
the iris is featured in our logo. The logo shows the
letter “I” deepened at the base, similar to a root
firmly planted in the ground. The tip of the “I”
opens up not to a dot, but to a blossoming iris. Our
tagline is “Deep rooted. Farsighted.”

A tagline is a short slogan used to reinforce a
key aspect of a product or brand. In the context
of professional services or technology firms,
a tagline is usually part of a firm’s identity (as
opposed to an ad slogan) — so it usually appears
in conjunction with the firm’s name and logo.
Our tagline succinctly captures key themes of
our identity: we plant deep roots to weather the
storm and we are sufficiently farsighted to plan for
resilience.
Prisere, its logo and tagline are all trademarks
owned by Prisere LLC. As such, they should not
be modified in any way. In addition, Prisere LLC
owns the trademark for “Coco and Henry”, an
illustration of our founder’s two cocker spaniels.
That logo is used for products and information
related to disaster resilience planning for pets.
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The logos should never be scaled down to smaller than .75 inches tall but may be scaled
up as needed for larger pieces of marketing material .

The logos should never be stretched horizontally or vertically to ensure the integrity of
the logo and readability of the text on the primary logo.

In most cases, the logo should be used solely on a light or white background. The only
other colored background that is acceptable is the Prisere Pantone 215 C with the
white iris logo.
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Color Palette and Typography
Body - Hoefler Text

Headers - PT Sans

Hoefler Text Regular - 12pt

PT Sans Regular - 18pt

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Hoefler Text Italic - 12pt

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Hoefler Text Bold - 12pt

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

PT Sans Italic - 18pt

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUPT Sans Bold - 18pt

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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PT Sans should be used for headers, subheaders and other titles. The
header font should be a minimum size of 18pt. It should always be in a
heavier font weight, and can be used in any color of the brand color palette.
Light colors should be used on dark colors, and dark colors should be used
on light colors.
Hoefler Text should be used for body copy and other small type. At
minimum, this font must be 8pt for readability. It can be displayed in any
font weight, although regular is most commonly used. It can be used in
any color of the brand color palette, however white should be used only
in cases where small portions of text overlay a darker color in which the
other two colors do not provide readable text.

Hex: #448e93
RGB: 68, 142, 147
CYMK: 74, 29, 40, 3
Pantone: 5483 C

Hex: #d7a94c
RGB: 215, 169, 76
CYMK: 17, 33, 83, 0
Pantone: 4025 C

Hex: #ffffff
RGB: 255, 255, 255
CYMK: 0, 0, 0, 0
Pantone: 11-0601

Hex: #b01f59
RGB: 176, 31, 89
CYMK: 0, 82, 49, 31
Pantone: 215 C

Hex: #343333
RGB: 52, 51, 51
CYMK: 0, 2, 2, 80
Pantone: 426 C
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Imagery
Images are an integral part of our brand identity.
The right image can convey a complex message in
an instant. Images can lead or support messages
and help convey our values. To ensure that images
support the Prisere brand, we generally refrain
from using stock photography in any of our
communications.
To consider the risks involved in the use of stock
photography, we note the example of an organic
line of beauty products that featured a photograph
of an attractive African-American woman. She had
natural hair and appeared comfortable in her own
skin, wore little makeup and was dressed in yoga
apparel. She appeared ideally suited to support the
image of the brand’s cosmetics. Unfortunately, that
same photograph appeared in a print advertisement
for tequila shots, illustrating the risk of stock
photographs: they are available to anyone.

We nearly always use original photographs that
we ourselves have taken. We are not professional
photographers and that is okay – an authentic image
of our experience, with all of its flaws, resonates
with people. Photographs of our work, our team,
our accomplishments, our growth – all invite our
community to come on the journey with us – and
that is what we try to accomplish with the images
we share. The following are examples of images
that we have successfully used to communicate
our brand.
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From India, we have an illustration of the value of
building a brand for women-owned enterprises. The
Self-Employed Women’s Association or SEWA,
meaning “service” in several Indian languages, is a
trade union based in Ahmedabad, promoting the
rights of lower-income, independently employed
women. While working in India on a UN project,
we were invited to meet SEWA’s founder, Ela
Bhatt, and participate in the annual meeting of
SEWA members, women who had their own small
businesses making embroidered items or textiles
or other goods. SEWA has an innovative way
of standardizing products for consistent quality
such that women working from their homes while

tending their families could stitch items designed
by SEWA. This particular annual meeting coincided
with an important anniversary for the organization,
so SEWA members used flower petals to form the
words “Welcome” and “Happy Birthday” to greet
visitors on arrival. One of the topics discussed at
the meeting was the need to brand SEWA products
to allow women to capture more of the value from
their sales relative to offering basic commodities.
The photographs show the SEWA logo on a street
stand selling vegetables grown by a SEWA member
and the logo made of flower petals at the meeting
site. Branding to differentiate the value of a womanowned business? Lesson learned!

21
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We loved this photograph so much we included it
on our website. The National Academy of Sciences
has a science and innovation program to enhance
resilience in the Gulf Coast region. To advance the
program’s work plan, the NAS invited 40 experts,
including Prisere, to a workshop in Mobile, Alabama
to develop new concepts for enabling disaster
resilience. We knew we were in the right place when
the artwork outside the meeting rooms included
irises made of mosaic tiles! Our first exercise was
an icebreaker in which we were given white pads,
markers, post-it’s and other supplies to let our
creativity flow as we were invited to design our
future.
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Our design took the form of a future edition of a
fictional newspaper “The Gulf Gazette” with some
inspiring headlines:
Elon Musk Donates Fleet of Amphibious Teslas
for Flood Rescue
“There’s an app for that? New Orleans evacuates
in record time”
“Department of Resilience Enters Third Year of
Funding”
“They even saved my puppies”
This is a positive image showing our creative
imagination of a more resilient future and invites
our community to join us in building it.
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We work hard, and we play hard. When on
assignment in Asia, we cannot practically return
home for the weekends, so the clients typically
pay per diems to cover hotel and meals for the
weekend days when we cannot invoice for work
but must remain in the country. That is the time
to explore our host country as we did in Sri
Lanka. On one weekend we visited an elephant
sanctuary and took lots of pictures. To allow the
elephants to safely return to their sanctuary from
their afternoon bath in the river, a crossing guard
stopped the traffic, including the ubiquitous tuk
tuk. We were under the shade of the trees, so the
conditions were not ideal for the shot and that
is okay. The authenticity of the photo resonates
with people.
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This photograph shows a young girl in Conakry, the
capital of Guinea, a French-speaking country in SubSaharan Africa where per capita income is just under
US$1 per day. Guinea is experiencing the “new normal”
of alternating floods and droughts, devastating to the
effort to build capacity in agriculture. While working
on a project in Guinea, we photographed this beautiful
girl, who was on her way to do something many girls
in her part of the world don’t get to do – go to school.
The smiling optimism of a girl hopeful for a better
future contrasts with the present reality of poverty
and floods. It is a beautiful photo as we work towards
a better future.
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This is a post office in Islamabad, the capital
of Pakistan, where we went to mail a package
during our disaster risk financing work for the
Asian Development Bank. This image invites
our community to join us on our travels and see
parts of the world they wouldn’t likely be able to
visit. One of the most gratifying outcomes of our
social media platform is that we have high school
teachers engaged in our work to share it with
their students. Climate science, history, geography
foreign languages – it’s all here! While high school
teachers are not part of our target audience, this
was a serendipitous outcome with some unexpected
results: we are overwhelmed with requests from
high school and college students seeking summer
internships with Prisere. Stock photographs don’t
deliver comparable results.
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We took this photograph at the 2018 gathering of
the Understanding Risk community of the World
Bank’s Global Facility for Risk Reduction and
Recovery and its Climate Lab. The event was held
in the historic district of Mexico City. We began
with an ice-breaking exercise to demonstrate a key
principle of risk resilience. A Mexican origami artist
guided us through the process of assembling sheets of
colored paper into pillars. The pillars were stood on
end, one next to the other, creating a step on which
a 200-pound man was able to stand. Can you imagine
that something so fragile, a sheet of paper, could
support 200 pounds of weight without crumbling?
But it did. This is a great visual image, with vibrant
colors inviting people in to read the accompanying
text and find out what is going on.
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NASA satellites collect earth observation data
that are valuable for predicting, mitigating and
responding to disasters. We were delighted to be
included among the VIP guests for the launch of
the NASA GOES-S satellite, the Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite. We spent two
days at the space station in Florida as guests of
NASA, with special briefings from the scientists,
meetings with the tech experts responsible for the
monitoring instruments on the satellite, behind
the scenes tour of the Space Center and a viewing
of “Science on a Sphere”, a 3D model of the earth
on which earth observation data are displayed
showing storms forming in real time. In addition,
NASA invited us to its flood workshop held at
the University of Colorado at Boulder as part of
a roster of experts sharing innovative technical
work. Photographs such as these examples include
our community in the work we are doing, while
highlighting our technical competence and capacity
for innovation.
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Prisere LLC was one of the “scholarship entrepreneurs”
funded and supported to present at the 2019 Social
Capital Markets conference in San Francisco. This
photograph, with supporting descriptive text,
communicates that we are recognized leaders within
the global community of social entrepreneurs. This
is a positive image that invites the community to
celebrate with us.
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We were in Sri Lanka leading a disaster risk
financing project for the Asian Development
Bank when, following our meeting with the Red
Cross, we brought take-out food over to the lake
for a picnic lunch. Before we had to leave for
our next meeting, a family of macaque monkeys
came over to check us out: mom with her baby
clinging to her, dad and an older child. Dad and
the older boy kept watch to make sure we didn’t
approach mom while she was nursing her baby.
But curiosity got the better of her, so as we stood
up to leave, she climbed a tree with the baby, so
she could get a good look at us at eye level. It’s a
spontaneous photo taken with a cell phone, and it
works on multiple levels. It allows members of our
community, who will likely never visit Sri Lanka,
to accompany us on our journey. It underscores
the issue of biodiversity, a concern arising from
climate change. And it shows fun – who wants a
business lunch at Le Cirque, when you can have
this?
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Still on assignment in Sri Lanka, we stayed at the
Cinnamon Grand Hotel in the capital city of Colombo.
In the middle of a bustling city, the hotel is built
around an old village to preserve a view of life when
Colombo was a rural farming area. The hotel has spice
gardens to grow the cinnamon for which Sri Lanka
is renowned and a cow for the family to milk. Every
morning, before leaving for our first work assignment,
we brought bananas from the breakfast buffet to the
cow who developed great affection for us, as we were
a reliable source of treats. Since agriculture is directly
impacted by a changing climate, which gives rise to
increasingly frequent and severe weather hazards, this
photo of the hotel cow, with accompanying text, makes
the issue real for our community. And clearly this is
a very different experience than staying at a 5-star
hotel in Manhattan! One evening after completing
the day’s work, we met with the chef-gardener for tips
about the best way to grow herbs and spices at home
and a cooking lesson to make authentic Sri Lankan
dishes. This photo aligns with the authenticity of the
Prisere brand.
33

Usage

Digital Guidelines
The Internet, email and social media are increasingly
important communication channels for our
organization. These platforms enable us to engage
with a global community interested in our work
and to do so at negligible cost. Developments
in technology, including mobile and network
technologies, allow small businesses such as ours
to punch above our weight and achieve outcomes
that had previously been out of reach.

To capture the benefits of digital technologies,
we have developed guidelines that ensure we are
communicating our brand values consistently across
all media. The guidelines are not only for internal use
but may be shared with outside service providers,
such as graphic designers who produce content
for us, allowing us to deliver our work product in
a consistent and efficient manner. The elements
of our brand identity tool kit, such as our logo
and color palette, may be replicated across digital
platforms in the same manner as we do with our
print communications.
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Prisere’s website may be found at www.prisere.com.
The site was developed with the “Attitude” theme of
WordPress, allowing our site to be “responsive”; that is,
displayed with fidelity across desktop, laptop and mobile
devices. The site includes content to inform multiple
audiences we serve: potential clients in the private and
public sectors; potential venture or teaming partners;
journalists; students, service providers, accelerators and
sponsors of small business competitions and residents
of the communities in which we operate.
Having key information populate Prisere website pages
allows the organizations with which we hope to do
business to efficiently gather information about us in
advance of an in-person meeting, allowing us to move
into substantive discussions that build on the background

information. For that reason, we include our website
URL on our business and e-mail signature cards. So, it
is critical that we keep the site updated and fresh. All of
the elements of our brand toolkit support our website,
such as our logo, color palette and images. We also have
a “Fav-Icon” of the Prisere iris, the part of the logo that
appears about the letter “I”, appear in the address field
of web browsers.
In addition, please be aware that we post the logos of
other organizations, with appropriate permissions, to our
website, such as that of WBENC, the Women’s Business
Enterprise National Council, to indicate that Prisere
is certified by WBENC as a woman-owned business.
The WBENC logo must be used in accordance with
its brand guidelines and may not be altered or changed
in any way. The same is true for the NOAA (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) WeatherReady Nation logo, which indicates that our organization
is a NOAA Weather-Ready Nation Ambassador, part
of an initiative that works with NOAA to strengthen
national resilience against extreme weather. The logo
is included on our website subject to NOAA’s Terms of
Use and must link back to the NOAA Weather-Ready
Nation website at http://www.weather.gov/wrn/
36

Social Media
Social media are networked platforms that facilitate the
creation and sharing of information, ideas and content. Prisere
has social media platforms on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and LinkedIn.
The profile banner for social media is the photograph of an
iris peeking through the snow and ice, with the Prisere logo
and a graphic element in the lower right-hand corner.
Care should be taken when posting to social media, as our
community is global. For example, our Facebook group has
community members from India and Pakistan, two countries
that do not have diplomatic relations with one another,
but with whom we had connected when working for the
Asian Development Bank. Images or language that may be
appropriate in an American context may be offensive or worse
from the perspective of another culture.

Prisere’s use of social media aims to engage our community
in our work. Our Facebook page, for example, shows
photographs of our work in Sri Lanka, Mexico, Turkey, Jamaica
and elsewhere. The page also shows the Prisere team at play
as, when we work overseas, the client typically pays a per
diem to cover hotels and meals for the weekend when we
cannot invoice for work hours, but it would be impractical
to return home and back again. When working for the Asian
Development Bank in Sri Lanka, for example, we spent our
weekends visiting an elephant sanctuary, a tea plantation, a
spice farm, the memorial to those lost to the tsunami, and
going out boating to see the spectacular blue whales and
dolphins close to Sri Lanka’s coast. We were delighted to see
that high school teachers had joined our community to share
our content with their students!
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E-Mail Signature

Email signature cards are available with Prisere
brand elements: the website URL, links to social
media, the font and palette colors selected for
our brand and the company logo. The basic card
is personalized to include each employee’s name,
telephone number and e-mail address. This allows
contact information to be automatically included
with every communication in a manner consistent

with the brand guidelines. When composing an
electronic mail, keep in mind that many of the
members of our community (clients, suppliers, and
others) are not native speakers of English, so it is
best to avoid the use of jargon.
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Headshots

Headshots of Prisere employees, for our website,
marketing pitches, public talks or other uses, should
reflect a professional, but approachable, look. We use
a professional photographer to take our headshots.
Prepare for your photo session by wearing business
or business casual clothing. Be careful of clothing
that includes printed, rather than solid, fabrics
that can appear “busy” when they are displayed on
computer monitors. The headshots are created in
full color.
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Video

Video is an important tool to communicate our
brand values. In some cases, we will share videos
on our website and on social media that feature
Prisere but have been created by others. Some
videos, such as the video link of the Common Good
Awards reception, are royalty-free licenses and we
can include these links in our online materials. Of
course, since other producers create these video
files that are not intended for our exclusive use, we
cannot edit the files to conform to our own brand
guidelines. However, where possible, we can include
our branding material, as when the Prisere logo was
displayed at the signage shown in the Common
Good Awards video. Care should always be exercised
to verify that any videos we share do not contain
any inappropriate or potentially offensive content.

others such as, for example, when Prisere LLC
will be included in the Nasdaq video interview
series. In such cases, we must ensure that we have
permission to share the video files and, as they
represent content created by others, we may not
alter them in any way.

In other cases, we may license video content from
40

In creating our own video files, standard brand
guidelines apply to fonts and typography, as titles
and captions are often used in videos, color palette,
as for example, background signage in the video,
and logo usage as the Prisere logo may be placed on
the lower right-hand corner of the video to identify
Prisere as the source of the content, without being
obtrusive or cluttering the video field.
In addition, the tone should be business-like, but
approachable. Should music be used in the video,
verify that it has been properly licensed and credited.

In some cases, video will be created in a spontaneous
manner as when, for example, the Prisere team were
VIP guests of NASA for the launch of its GOES-S,
the Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite, which offers advanced technology to
predict and track weather-related hazards bringing
a new capability to disaster resilience. We certainly
would not miss the opportunity to record the launch
for not being allowed to bring a production crew
with us, so we made video clips with our iPhones
and uploaded them to Prisere’s social media. This
is entirely appropriate and encouraged, to engage
our community with our work.
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Print Guidelines

Our logo, images, graphics and color palette come
together most clearly in our publications. The system
gives us templates to ensure consistency in the
basic elements with the flexibility to communicate
with different audiences in different ways. When
producing external publications, by choosing the
right balance of elements from the brand identity
toolkit, we can create an appearance appropriate
to the specific purpose, audience and content of
the print material.

Varying the size and use of images and using colors
from our supporting palette are just two of the
ways in which we can adapt the level of impact
in different publications. Whatever the message
and whoever the audience, the correct use of the
elements in our toolkit will ensure that each of our
publications is as strong and resonant as possible,
while remaining clearly and uniquely Prisere.
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White Paper

The Précis series is a collection of white papers with
unique content authored by Prisere intended to
establish our innovation and thought leadership in
our industry. It is intended to be distributed digitally
in .pdf form, consistent with our commitment
to sustainability. Where it is necessary to print
documents, the paper stock in our inventory is from
recycled, post-consumer waste materials.
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Our editorial practice is to follow the Wall Street
Journal Guide to Business Style and Usage. All work is
expected to be original research, except where noted
and properly cited. A second review is required for
purposes of copywriting and fact checking as well
as to ensure that we are in legal compliance prior
to publication. The writing style should be succinct
and clear, as if we were writing for the Wall Street
Journal (as Prisere’s founder did when she was a
Dow Jones senior columnist). The white paper is
a tool to provide Prisere’s expert knowledge with
the aim of shaping a policy agenda or displaying
our expertise for marketing purposes.

Sufficient white space should be used to ensure
that the page layout is not too “crowded”. As a
white paper is intended to be a concise means of
informing readers about a complex issue, while
presenting Prisere’s view on the subject, it should
not exceed eight pages in length, including the cover.
The cover page should have a unique, single image
to distinguish it from other papers in the Précis
series. The paper should always be published in
.pdf form with editing rights controlled to prevent
third-party changes subsequent to publication. Be
sure to protect our intellectual property with the
appropriate copyright.

The white paper template provides the standard
layout to be used with the selection of elements
to be incorporated, such as graphics, supporting
color palette and images. The template balances
the need for standard brand identity while allowing
some degree of creative expression.
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Book Flyer

One of the elements in our marketing toolkit
is a one-page flyer to promote our founder’s
book, Prepare for the Worst, Plan for the Best: Disaster
Preparedness and Recovery for Small Businesses. The
book was published by Wiley, which also designed
and printed the flyer. The flyer shows the cover
of the book, featuring the Prisere theme color for
brand alignment. It also provides an author’s bio,
a description of the book, purchasing information
(such as the book’s unique ISBN number assigned
by the Library of Congress) and professional
endorsements or “blurbs.” Generally, we do not
make changes to the flyer until the publisher releases
a new edition with updated book content. A .pdf
of the flyer is available on the Prisere website. In
some instances, we may print the flyer and include
it with our marketing materials for client calls.
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Capability Statement

The capability statement is a one-page document
used to market a company’s goods or services to a
government or private sector purchaser. Certain
information is required such as contact details,
NAICS codes (for North American Industry
Classification System); DUNS number (the Dun &
Bradstreet unique identifying number for Prisere),
CAGE code (Commercial and Government Entity
Code, which is required for government contracting),
UNSPSC codes (United Nations Standard Products
and Services Codes), which is required for doing
business with international development agencies,
core competencies and past performance.
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The document also lists the company’s certifications:
in our case Prisere is “Woman-Owned” for which
we have been certified by WBENC, the Women’s
Business Enterprise National Council. This
information is intended to help procurement officers
identify suitably qualified vendors when they are
preparing to put contracts out to bid.
While the document is strictly limited to a single
page, we chose to include “Differentiators” to
summarize for procurement officers the qualities that
make Prisere unique; the “Awards and Recognition”
we have received and “As Seen In” which highlights

the prestigious news media in which are work has
been featured. This information provides helpful
marketing support to the capability statement.
The capability statement reflects the brand
guidelines with the logo, appropriate font and a
design element in the upper left-hand corner for
personality and definition. The current version of
the capability statement is published on Prisere’s
website. It is also filed with the agencies with which
we are certified, government purchasing registries,
and private sector companies for which Prisere LLC
is a registered vendor.
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Letterhead

Ersperorum nimagnit odi blant es aliquid quis ad mi, volupta sserum net rectione sitas dis
eatur, aribeati is quam ea pratur maximpe ea venis apicid eatet abor reperibea volorit volupta conectur, nimus, quis dolorero to volorum dollor ant labo. Gitae sum anis net dignis
aut paria debisit aspero moluptati atio et volum ilis sinvel imoluptae dolorerumet, sus cupit,
nulparc hillabo. Odipsuntust quate pressit doluptur, ipiet ad ea dolupta spellibus doluptat
unt.
Hit repel ime nectur aut re voluptiur accabo. Nam quatusc imagnihicia voluptas eatetur sin
prae niminctur, sequodia seditati tem quassed magnihi liandipsam ut aspiet aut qui occae
ea qui dolor aliquia quoditendae et ex estorep edignim enisit qui quodis molessi mporehent
repe con non eaturep elesequia nus dolutemo qui de enis eaque nonse sed ma verore, cus
iumquis sendam ipsam as aut volorro dolo et ped quam, odiciae. Asi doluptati dolest illacil iur, volorepudam num sed ese volent volo cor acidem et ex explitionet fuga. Ut omnita
voluptae si ut que evel mi, cus, tent re volorissit officab il mossund iaeserit et faceptatum
audit explit illes dolorum int eatibus ullendae et lab is inust ipsum quias debitioribus eaquod
molores equaspeliqui nullupi cillandebis at et aut reius, simagnia sus.
Fuga. Tio omnimillat ad errum ut ullam dolentium venite plabor ad et que esto blacerferum
eni id expla id magnim eum rem. Ut facid ut enectotaquam et moluptae. Et dolest, opta
qui te nos adis magnatatesti deseque quae experiaeri re venis in re volupta tiasitae parchicimi, non re, omnimoloris earum, idios dolore officita quatque volessit et, optat voluptas
dolecum eos cusanisque cus, ut aceptas el es am sequi int fugiatem ex explitatusda veliti
omnienectia conseditium inis aut ium, tem re conse deles alic tem re occabore, quam rate
ipsundunt rernate numqui quates veniant.

The first and most widely used communication
material is our stationery. Our letterhead is designed
with a bold graphic element in Prisere’s signature
color to convey our innovative thinking. The
Prisere logo appears in the upper left-hand corner
to communicate our commitment to creativity and
sustainability.

Neture di quae licia dolenditius cus, untotae magnis consequi nosamusda dolupta sitio. Lab
inus quatur asitatem. Elessin nestin plautaquis voluptat. Ut enim volor modit apersped quatemp orest, suntis coriatae pe nam aut modis etur ant aliquatis entotam uscilis nis volore,
con estemol orumquam que nisit modis estiberum repudae volorrum nonsect enimagniente
sam aut maxim in nonsequ idusant ad magnatis et laborporrore vercia doluptat utene qui
temoluptam, cum dolorumquam, ut laboresero ipsandae nonsequi dolupit voluptaque volenime et quae.
Agnatur simusci magnis molorenihil molessit, is re nis aceremque vid min nus as ad quidit
qui rero imperis et reproratur, sinis sitatemos aut exerfere quidebis nimus que min perupta
sinulpari sum et ped etur? Qui consend ebistis eiciet moluptaquis aut min pedist am etur,
qui imoluptat prae aut officiendit latur modisci dellam, sunt et molorpo rernam experspedi
dolupta voloriscit explam, secte sant verum si ut quatempos alitia il iliciet as nonsendi beat
aut labore ex es excepudit ut landit, occuptaque nihilis enis eostios esti ut

1-401-615-4000

22 Hyde Street, Cranston RI, 02920 USA

http://www.prisere.com
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Envelope

The envelope features the Prisere logo in the left hand corner with return
mailing address information. The flap used to seal the envelope is the
brand’s primary color, with a white version of the iris logo. The envelope is
designed to express our unique brand identity.
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Business Card

The Prisere business card was designed to create
a distinct, memorable impression. The cards are
produced at a letterpress printer on heavy card stock
to create an image consistent with customized work
done with artisan-like care. The physical address
of the employee is not shown on the business card,
as some employees will choose to work from home
and, for disaster resilience reasons, we prefer to
digitize our communications wherever possible.
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Fax

Our branding tool kit includes a template with
pre-populated text boxes in which to enter the
name of the addressee, his or her telephone and
fax numbers, the number of pages including the
cover page to be transmitted and the subject of the
transmission. Space is available for a short covering
memo to accompany the document to be sent.
Consistent with our commitment to sustainability,
we use a fax transmission service that distributes
the fax electronically, saved as a .pdf document to
reduce printing and paper waste.
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Memo

For brief correspondence, such as a covering note,
our branding tool kit includes our memorandum
template with the bold Prisere graphic element
and white space in which to compose the text of
the message.
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Proposal

To ensure consistency in our responses to Requests
for Proposals, and marketing outreach, a proposal
template has been designed with modern stylized
front and back covers. The front cover has space
for a photograph or another appropriate image
to be included that aligns with the subject of the
proposal. You may also choose to include the
capability statement before the back cover so it
fits within a single .pdf file.
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Team Bio

Having ready-made biographies of each Prisere team member in a consistent
format streamlines our process of responding to requests for proposals and
other business opportunities. The team bio template includes the team
member’s headshot and a short paragraph explaining the career path to date.
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Presentations
Well-edited and designed presentation aids
support the message and facilitate learning
of complex subject matter, while at the same
time supporting the Prisere brand. PowerPoint
and KeyNote are key communication tools for
creating presentations aids within Prisere; we
use the software for creating both on-screen
presentations and for producing pitch books and
other printed presentations. We have created
templates for different types of slides, for
displaying a presentation cover, table of contents,
graphics and text. The templates enable anyone
to assemble on-screen and printed presentations
that communicate important information while
ensuring we clearly and consistently represent
the Prisere brand.
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When delivering presentations, be mindful that
PowerPoint/KeyNote do not communicate; you
do. An on-screen or on-paper presentation should
add emphasis or support your remarks, but the
main focus should be on the conversation you are
developing, not on the slides or pitch book. Consider
carefully whether you need to use supporting
materials as an aid; in many instances, it will be
more effective to speak directly with your audience
or prospective client. If you decide to use slides as
an aid, use them to support your message with only
the key points, not the entire story. If necessary, you
can write your additional supporting information
in the notes pages as a prompt.

The key to remember with presentation and pitch
materials is that less is more.
Avoid using more than five bullet points or lines
of copy per slide; otherwise, the audience will be
reading the slides rather than listening to you.
Use clear pictures and charts that can be appreciated
from a distance. When writing slide titles, think
of a newspaper headline that would attract and
engage the audience.
Aim to use no more than one slide per minute;
any more than that will overwhelm the audience.
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Infographic

Infographics use striking, engaging visuals to
communicate information quickly and clearly. As
we often have to share complex risk information,
involving hazards and loss data over time series,
an infographic is often the most effective
communication tool. A few guidelines apply when
creating an infographic: the infographic should
have a title to identify the message,the file should
be tagged with meta-data to facilitate search and
retrieval, and the source of the data should be
cited to convey accuracy and authority. The brand
guidelines for the color palette and font also apply.
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Physical Guidelines

Office Furnishings
Our physical space and objects provide an opportunity
to express our values and shape our culture.
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Our brand guidelines address the needs of our key
constituencies, our employees and visitors to the
office. Principles of resilience, energy efficiency
and sustainability all play a role in communicating
Prisere’s brand identity. As such, our first order of
business as we moved into our current office space
was to trench the area surrounding the building,
lay serrated pipes leading to the public sewer and
cover the area with stones thus allowing rain to
be drawn away from the building, reducing the
risk of water intrusion! The stones also provide an
attractive visual and underscore the message that
mitigation work is often low cost/high reward. In
other words, we practice what we preach.

Our office is located in a building that has undergone
a major energy retrofit to reduce our energy
consumption and carbon footprint. Solar panels
provide a renewable source of energy with onsite
battery backup to ensure that we model best practice
in business resilience. An electric vehicle charging
station is onsite to power automobiles. Gardens and
open outdoor space, along with a beehive, provide
a change of scenery to relax and refresh the mind’s
creative process.
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To ensure that Prisere employees feel safe and at ease
at their workplace, aspects such as access to natural
light, ergonomics, air quality and functionality,
have been taken into consideration. Flooring is
composed of sustainable hardwoods or bamboos,
as carpeting is not found in our offices, both for
sustainability and employee health considerations,
to avoid the accumulation of allergens. Our offices
are illuminated with LED lighting, both for energy
efficiency and individual well-being. All products
in our office are environmentally friendly and can,
if necessary, be disposed of by environmentally
safe means.

Many of the products in our office were made by
artisans, supporting the entrepreneurial economy
and reinforcing the values of creativity and individual
expression. Plants are abundant in our work place
for their health benefits. In some cases, Prisere
employees do not work from our office, but from
their homes, either to balance family responsibilities
or for disaster resilience reasons, to distribute our
team. Prisere LLC supports telecommuting and
provides resources to ensure disaster resilience,
such as remote IT support and guidance to set up
a healthy workspace.
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Art Work

Art provides an inspiring and culturally significant
work environment, while fostering a strong brand
identity and engaging people in dialogue. Prisere’s
vibrant, accessible and varied collection encompasses
media ranging from photographs and paintings to
installations and sculptures. The works of art in
our growing collection align around the theme of
climate resilience and sustainability. We acquire
the pieces during our various projects when we
meet local artists. In some cases, the art works
were purchased to raise funds to support disasterimpacted communities. The following is not a
comprehensive list of pieces, but it highlights the
theme of the collection, one we hope will engage
visitors to our office while inspiring us on a daily
basis.
The photograph shows the view from one of our office windows: a cardinal
who is as interested in us as we are in him!
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Amate Painting

In the classic style of Mexican folk art, this Amate
painting features bright colors painted on tree bark.
The artist, one of the Ayala brothers, is known for
his unflinching stance on political matters. This
painting captures the despair of a community torn
apart by an infrastructure project imposed upon
them by those far away. The villagers don’t even have
access to the elites determining their community’s
future – note the planes above the domed building.
Ayala captures the despair of the disenfranchised in
an image that has universal relevance. Prisere LLC
had the opportunity to work on a risk resilience
project in Mexico with the World Bank’s Global
Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery. In
one of life’s ironies, a tremor caused a building
evacuation just after we had arrived. But our meeting
had started, as all public events in Mexico City do,
with a safety briefing about earthquake and fire risk.
For those not traveling to Mexico, the work of the

Ayala Brothers may be viewed at the Smithsonian
Museum in Washington DC. American tourists
who happened to be art collectors have provided
income to a poor community, bringing their art to
a larger audience via the Smithsonian and helping
the Amate painters to thrive.
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Guinea Painting

This painting captures, in one powerful image,
the essence of Guinea, a French-speaking country
in Sub-Saharan Africa. The painting shows jars in
characteristic colors with the French names of the
institutions spilling over the map of the country. For
example, the green jar is labeled “BM”, or “Banque
Mondiale”, the French term for “World Bank”
in the color of the U.S. dollar, the Bank’s reserve
currency. The light blue jars have the white olive
branch symbol of the UN and the French names
of the agencies. “UE” is the French abbreviation
for European Union with the characteristic blue
shade and stars for its member countries. The gold
jar represents the International Monetary Fund.

The borders of the country are shown in the colors
of the national flag. Note the red paint bleeding into
the northern part of the country. “Refugees” from
Sierra Leone used that route to enter Guinea causing
violence and crime in the country. Mohammed
Abdoulaye, the painter, captured his homeland
in one powerful image. He showed extraordinary
resourcefulness in going through the trash bins of
the foreign embassies to acquire cardboard and
other supplies to create his paintings (Guinea is
desperately poor). And he showed extraordinary
courage in selling his paintings on the street across
from the Hotel Camayenne in Guinea’s capital city
of Conakry, where UN and World Bank officials stay
when they are on mission. While this painting was
literally made from garbage, we wouldn’t trade it for
a Picasso. It shows the resilience and creativity of
Guineans, something to which we should all aspire.
And it is a beautiful reminder of a project we had
delivered in Guinea where alternating cycles of
flood and drought have become the “new normal”.
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NOLA Poster

These limited-edition prints were sold to raise funds for the New
Orleans small business community. We were proud to participate
and help to raise funds.
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Sri Lankan Elephants

This photograph by Julien Campbell is a limited
edition sold to raise funds for the Sri Lankan
elephant sanctuary we had visited during a free
weekend when we were on a disaster risk financing
assignment for the Asian Development Bank.
Photographs of our weekend visit to the elephant
sanctuary were posted on Prisere’s Facebook page.
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Lily Pond Photograph

Glamour magazine presented this photograph to Prisere’s founder when
she was among the women recognized as “Women at Their Best” for
her volunteer work for small business disaster preparedness and relief.
The photographer, Monte Nagler, was influenced by Ansel Adams
with whom he had studied during an intensive workshop at Yosemite
National Park. The photograph has a serene feeling and reminds us
of the importance of our work to environmental sustainability.
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Iris Watercolor

Prisere led a disaster risk financing project for the Asian Development
Bank and was happy to acquire this lovely watercolor from an artist
in Thailand. The watercolor depicts an iris, the most resilient flower
and the symbol of our company.
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Seeds of Destruction

This sculpture, Seeds of Destruction, was made by a Hawaiian artist
to depict the destruction and rebirth caused by the 2018 volcanic
eruptions in Hawaii. Proceeds from the sale of the sculpture went
to a fund to help Hawaiians who had lost their homes.
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Signage

On occasions when Prisere has to present or exhibit,
such as at small business matchmaker sessions, for
example, or pitch contests for venture funding, we
bring signage to display our marketing collateral,
and in particular, our name, logo and tagline, in a
manner consistent with our brand guidelines. As
event sponsors typically determine the size and
placement of signage, we have to consider our
displays on a case-by-case basis. Templates for
signage used at past events are available on our
Intranet to provide acceptable models for use at
future events.
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Events

Prisere has occasion to host events. Some are
directly related to our business, such as workshops
to advance small business disaster resilience. Others
are indirectly related to our business as we host
open houses, meetings of our small business
giving circle or other social events. Events afford
an opportunity to welcome newcomers to our
community and engage them in our work. As such,
brand guidelines for marketing collateral, such as
signage and display of our logo, should be observed.
In addition, we have a separate planning guide that
offers suggestions to ensure a successful event. Even
the most experienced pilots use checklists to ensure
that no detail is overlooked. To ensure that we do
the same, and deliver a consistent event experience,
please consult the event planning guide.
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Gifts

There are occasions when we present a gift on behalf
of the company to a client, a host or sponsor. Care
must be exercised when offering a gift to ensure that
the gifts in excess of $25 in value are not offered
to government officials to ensure compliance
with applicable laws and preserve opportunities
to contract with governments. Gifts should be
unique, memorable and created in a sustainable
way to be consistent with our values. Examples of
gifts Prisere has given in the past include:

Books signed by the authors. We reach out to
friends who have authored books to invite them to
our office to facilitate discussions about their books
and their work. We distribute copies of the book in
advance so that we can read them and be prepared to
contribute to the discussion. The authors graciously
sign their books for us when they visit, and extra
copies are signed to share with important clients
or partners. This is a way of involving others in
our work and deepening their engagement with
us. One such gift was Building Social Business: The
New Kind of Capitalism That Serves Humanity’s Most
Pressing Needs that was signed by the author, Nobel
Prize winner Mohammed Yunus.
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Hand-made items from areas of the world
where Prisere has delivered climate and
disaster resilience projects. Gifts from areas
where we work deepen engagement with our
community and underscore the significance of our
work. This approach also allows for affordable,
unique gifts. For example, one year we returned from
Guinea with small hand-carved wooden animals and
the nimba, the mythological symbol of the country.
The pieces cost just under $1 each, easily fit in
suitcases with little risk of damage during the long
return trip and were exquisite examples of African
woodcarvings. They represent a memento from a
country few Americans will ever visit and items that
are unlikely to be found on eBay. One corporate
executive became a hero to his grandson when he
gave him these unusual pieces, a lovely gift for a
child who loves animals. Another told us she used
the pieces as Christmas tree ornaments.
In 2017, we returned from Sri Lanka with tea samplers
for holiday gifts. They were inexpensive, small enough
to include a number of them in our suitcases and

would not damage easily. Like the artwork in our
office, holiday gifts open up a dialogue about our work.
In this case, the tea samplers led to conversations
about the climate and disaster resilience project we
had delivered for the Asian Development Bank in
Sri Lanka. Small producers account for 73% of the
tea production in Sri Lanka. In recent years, they
have sustained devastating losses arising from a
changing climate. One of the concepts we developed
was branding a “climate resilient” tea that would
would cover the cost of climate mitigation work
and insurance premiums to protect small family
tea farms by raising the price of the branded tea by
about US $0.25 per kilo.
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Sustainable gifts. One year, we selected a small
desktop terrarium to send to the offices of each
of our suppliers. It was a practical and low-cost
gift, was within expense guidelines, sustainable
and distinct. Another year we gave water bottles
produced by an organization that gives a percentage
of its profits to ocean conservation. This was a
practical gift that recipients could keep on their
desks as a reminder of their connection with us,
that they could refill at their water cooler without
causing the degradation of disposable, single-use
plastic water bottles. Plants in attractive pots would
also be a suitable “sustainable” gift.

“Charitable” gifts are also appropriate, such
as a contribution in the recipient’s name to plant
a tree, restore a designated coral reef, support a
turtle nursery and the like. This approach deepens
the engagement of our community with our work,
particularly if the gift benefits a recipient in an area
where we have recently delivered a project.
Local gifts are also appropriate as they share with
our community items from Rhode Island where
we are based, while supporting our neighboring
businesses. Suggestions include a Cross pen with
the Prisere logo or perhaps an Alex & Ani bracelet
with the iris charm.
Gifts should be packaged in re-usable gift bags and
presented in an attractive manner with a gift card.
We also have available enamel iris pins, highlighting
a detail of Louis Tiffany’s famous stained-glass
window that can be used in place of a bow in gift
packaging. They are also suitable to include in event
give-away bags.
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Advertising

At present, Prisere does not engage in advertising. Our business
opportunities are sourced through direct relationships or responses
to competitive RFP’s, Requests for Proposals. Should we decide to
advertise our services in the future, we will develop guidelines to
ensure that our advertising copy is consistent with the brand.
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Media Relations
Media coverage offers an opportunity for Prisere
to change the paradigm of climate and disaster
resilience and be recognized as a thought leader.
Prisere has received favorable coverage for our work
in the Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, The
Economist, CNBC, National Public Radio and other
major media outlets. Our work has been covered
by business news media in Asia (Australia, China,
Hong Kong, India, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand,
the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan
and Thailand), across the United States and Canada
as well as in Egypt, Ireland and Spain. Each earned
media placement is an opportunity to shape thinking
and public debate and a chance to build our brand.

Certain concerns must be at top of mind when
communicating with the media: the issues and needs
of any clients with whom we work and the need for
cultural sensitivity when dealing with global news
media. At the present time, only Prisere’s founder
is authorized to speak to the media on behalf of
the company.
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Charitable Support
Prisere supports charitable causes that align with our
mission and vision in a variety of ways; for example,
we thank each member of our board of advisors with
a contribution to the Red Cross chapter in his/her
community made in recognition of his/her service to
our organization. We also support our own community
by contributing our resources and experience to the
cause of climate and disaster resilience.

We can support only charities that are inclusive and
non-partisan; any support of institutions that engage in
political lobbying could have material consequences for
our business and, in particular, for federal government
contracting for some of our research and development
work. As demand for support could quickly overwhelm
our resources, we do not accept unsolicited requests
for support.

Prisere also leads a giving circle of small business owners
who gather for monthly programs facilitated by guest
speakers with expertise in philanthropy. The program
aims to make small business owners more effective board
members of nonprofit organizations and more strategic
donors. Giving circle members also pool contributions
to target larger grants to selected charities. Together we
have mobilized approximately $395,000 in resources,
both cash grants and in-kind services, to support local
nonprofit organizations.
We were honored that our work was recognized with
a Common Good Award, a program offered by Rhode
Island Monthly magazine in partnership with the Rhode
Island Foundation, with the support of presenting
sponsor Citizens Bank. The awards recognize Rhode
Island businesses of all sizes that support philanthropy
in their communities.
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Prisere is currently advancing two initiatives
to deepen charitable engagement. First, we are
undertaking a study to consider how we might build
a 501c3 not-for-profit organization that would assist
small businesses that had properly prepared for
disasters but, despite their best efforts, sustained
residual losses. This approach avoids the risks
associated with incenting moral hazards; that is,
discouraging preparedness efforts by implying full
relief will be available after disaster strikes. It also
addresses two critical gaps in disaster philanthropy:
first, assistance is available to individuals and
households but not for small businesses, which
support most private sector employment. Larger
enterprises have the resources to invest in business
continuity; those that are publicly traded or in
regulated industries (banks, for example) have
legal or regulatory requirements to do so. And,
when their efforts fail, governments will backstop
large corporations with resources that are not
made available to small businesses. The second gap
concerns the time period over which resources are

committed to disaster recovery. In the immediate
aftermath of a disaster declaration, donors step
up to support emergency relief, but it is rare that
a commitment is made to long-term, sustained
recovery. This initiative is currently a preliminary
idea and will require detailed analysis and planning
to bring to fruition. Everyone’s thoughts and
contributions to help advance this initiative are
most welcome.
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The second of our charitable initiatives in the early planning stages
is an idea to plant a tree for each small business that has completed
our small business disaster resilience program. The idea is to realize
two benefits: reduced atmospheric carbon from more trees and a
visual representation, in the form of a growing forest, of the growing
community of resilient small businesses. All are welcome to contribute
their ideas as to how we might bring this idea to fruition.
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It’s Up To Us

Our brand represents a promise of innovation for a more resilient
world. Together we can ensure that Prisere grows to become a thought
leader in climate and disaster resilience work. We build familiarity
and trust through our brand. Clear and consistent use of the brand
identity will help us reinforce this trust and increase our brand
recognition. Please treat our brand identity with care and do not
alter or amend any of the elements or brand touchpoints in any way.
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+1-401-615-4000
+1-401-615-4100
URL: https://www.prisere.com
TEL:

FAX:
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